**FUNCTION: OCEAN ATTACK**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Excessive force is not necessary.
2. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

---

**1 ATTACK WEAPONS**

1. **Push Back on Finning Button**
   - Push button on top of shark head to launch shark head.
   - Push button on base of tail of shark to activate tail weapon.
   - Manually reset tail weapon.
   - Scissors tail section from shark's body.

2. **Hidden**
   - Extend fins, move arms to forward position.
   - Made: Energon Over

---

**PROOF OF PURCHASE**

© 1996 HASBRO, INC.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02862.
All Rights Reserved.
Manufactured under license from Takara Co., Ltd.

MADE IN CHINA
537214.01

---

Comment: 2 Dates 2017 a usage of materials differs from the model enclosed.